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Embodied and Disembodied Technical Change:
,A Multi-FaCtorial Analysis of German Flrms*

By Hariolf Grupp, Karlsrulie
andBeatrix Schwitalla, Freiburg

Introduction

Disembodied and embodied tec;hnical progress (capital investment in innovative
goods) seem to be dear-cut theoretical concepts in tradition~ econornic theory.
However, the innovative evolution of fmns is described as a quite complex phe
nomenon in positive economic,s. In this empirical approach, major determinants of
innovation and their interrelation areanalysed 1Jsing regression and filc;t9rialana
lyses for 240 German fmns. Apart from the analysis of patents andrese;rrch and
development expellditures, the appropriation of disembodi~d technical progress
along with embodied ,progress is considered in order to get a con,cise pictur~ of in
novation. It isfoundthat fiqus follow a distip.ctIy Pifferent pattern ill·thiS respect,
but the embodied and the disembodied parts of inn9vative sources cannot be mea
sured by the usual proxies as is suggested in theory. Rather the innovative patterns
can be derived from, different arrays of indicators. Size and industry effects seem
to be weak determinants in innovation as industry branches are quite heteroge
neous. A proper distinction between fiqus absorbing disembodied and embodied
change seems to be more important.

, 1. Theoretical frame of analysis

The meaSurement of emb'odied versus disembodied technical change is a de
mandipg task for both economic theory and applied econometrics. If real world
siatistical,variables are used as operational conceptS in order to analyseinrlOvation
issues and the resultsare interpreted as if theoretical constructs, e.g. for technical
progress in productioll functions, had been used, the problem, of stati~tical adequa-

. . . .

tion or correspondence between statisticalindicators and theory formation 'must be

* Earlier versions of this paper were presented at the Jahrestagung des Ausschusses ,,Evo
lutonsche Ökonomik" im Verein für Socialpolitik, Osnabrück, 1997, and at the METU Con
ference on Economics; Ankara, 1997 (Proceedings in METU Studies in Development, vol.
25(1), pp. 75 -105, 1998).
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solved. 1 Innovation research, in particular, has to cope with the problem of measur
ing complex issues which are - hopefully - well-defined, but in reality scarcely
observable. Furthermore, a formal innovation theory differentiating between em
bodied and disembodied components, which can directly be checked by empirical
observations, doe& not exist. Hence the airn of this contribvtion ii>. tQ demonstrate
that measuring irui.ovation activities needs a set of proxy virlabl~s tb give an ade
quate picture of the ~;JiÖus aspects' or' tlle innovhtionp;6cess:' In distinction to
other papers on this subject and because of space lirnitations, we put emphasis on
the construction and definition of adequate variables, their interrelation and their
shortcornings, but use simple, mostly descriptive statistics and non-sophisticated
econometric models.

Measuring innovation activities is not an aim in itself. The aim is to either ex
plain the innovation process using its ec6riörnic or technological deterrninants, or
to show its econornic (or technological) effects. In reality, deterrninants and effects
are part of an interdependenfp'rocess.We seek to explairt irmövation activities by
such deteiiJiiriants as firm size, technological and sectoral factörs for a' set of 240
individual German rmns observing theu technology appropriatioii. For inferential
statistics we need theory-based hypotheses and simple models. In the micfoeco·
nomic neoclassical approach, profit maxirnising is the'mainundedying' assIimp
tion. Oversimplified, the innovation case is dealt with in terrrfS of market structure.
The early models2 have been more and more refmed, Le. by irttroducing'dynarnics;
uncertainty (Le. Karnien and Schwartz [1982]); or interdependency as in the game
theoretic approach~3 Anöther theoreticalline, heterogeneous in itself,' is the institu'
tionalist orevolutionary approach, which'exphiins technolögical change by certain
mIes of beliaviour (Le. Nelson and Winter [1982]), institutions 'imd the interdepen
dency between technology, economy and 'sociery (Le:' Dosi' [1988]), FreemaiJ.
[1982]). The disadvantage of this school of econornic thought is that no formal
mathematical frarnework is provided which cart be taken as the starting point for
statistical measurement.

Empirical innovation research is sometimes poody based on theory with the
danger of (uriknown) adequation errors. We, argue that proper operational concepts
will show that the innovation processis too'complex to be expressed by a single
mathematical relation,' even if this were a complex one.4 Therefore, we use a less-

- . .! . ~ ...J

.
1 For a general discussion of, th,e statistical adequation of mental constructs see Menges

[1974]. A definition of the terms 'openitional concepts' and "constructs' can be found'in
Maclilup[l960]. ,'. .

2 The pioneerlng work has been done by Arrow [1962]. For a review see Grupp [1998f
3 I:e:' Scherer [1<J67a]. Dasgupta and Stiglitz [I980a,b]. Reinganum [1981, 1982]. Leviri

and Reiss [1984. 1988].
4 The following studiys, forinstance. discuss the use of patents versus R&D expenditures

as innovation indicator.s: Mueller [1966], Pavitt [l982, 1985], Scherer [1983], ~ound et al.
[1984], Greif [1985], Schmoch et al. [1988], Grupp [1994b, 1995; 1998], Grupp and Schwi
talla [1989], Griliches [1988. 1990]. See also the handbook edited by Stoneman (1995). In a
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fonnalised model whioh lets enough mom for various statistical representations:
'There e'xistS no measure of innovation that permits readily interpretable cross-in
dustry comparisons. Moreover, the value of an innovation is difficult to assess,
(. "')' (Cohen and Levin [1989], p. 1062).

In Section 2 we introduce the statistical model, the variables and the data:. Iri
Section 3 we describe how the inputs relate to each other and in Section 4 we
attempt to explain the various innovation proxies suitable for empirical measure
mimt by a latent structural model, factorial analysis.

Innovations are' taken as the results of problem solving processes. Thereby typi
cai patterns are observed. fuspiredby evolu6.onili'y models (i.e. Dosi, loc. cit); em
pirical research h~s to diffeienrla:te betweeil the intersectorai deierminants of tech
riological changethat are responsible for different patterns of innovation iri different
branches. They cOrisist in technological opportunities,appropriability imd market
incentives: The appropriability' of the innovation rents depends on the sort of tech
nology prevailing in the sector. That m'eans, how easily cail it be kept secret, pro
tected by patents or how soon can it be iIitroduced to the market. Market incentives
result from the size and growth of demand, from income elasticities and thanges in
relative factor prices. On the one hand, these incentives influence the extent and
direction of technological change within a technological paradigm, on theother
hand, the search for new paradigms is stimulated. Competition nurtures the discov
ery process.5 In Section 5 we attempt to clarify some ofthese sectoral disparities,

intrasectoral deterniinants are' responsible for individual innovation behaviour
within the sectoral innovation pattern. Apart from their size, firms are different
with :respect to theit lechnological performance and to their innovation strategies.
The 'iechnoZ:ogicat perfOl'tnance depends on the firm'g own accumulated technolo
gical knowledge as weIl as the general diffUsion of technological knowledge. Innb
vation strategies a:re also closely connected withfirm size, govemance and owner
ship. The very nature cf technology' may promote acertain size of film and thus
the type of iildusmal structure. Für instance, the teiidency towards autoimitic pro
duction leaels to large fmns which take advantage of scale effects, wh~reas the use
of micr9-electronic control mechanisll1$ favours the. smaller specialised [mns,
sometimes managed by the owner, whicb produce small series in a rather flexible
way.6 InSe.ction 6 the size effec~ of innovativ'e activities are investigat~d.FinallY,
market competition rewards the sl}ccessfuIly innovating. fmn and thus leads to fmn
growth, while correspondingly punishing the less successful. Our data allow only
an analysis of short-term suceess variables (Section 7).

. ,"'" . . ''', ~

,
review Cohen and Levin summarise the situation as,follows (1989, p. 1061): 'Equations have
been 1oose1y specified; the data have orien been inadequate to analyse the questions'at hand;
and, unti1 recently, the econometric techniques emp10yed were rather primitive.' . .

5 See von Hayek [1978].

. 6 For a fIrm and sectoral typo1ogy according to the prevailing techno1ogy see Pavitt et al.
[1987].
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Principally, an innovating fIrm can make strategic choices between intramural
research and development (R&D), extemal R&D by contracts to other fmns, or
public laboratories and technical consultancies, but may also adopt a new technol
ogy by paying fees for know-how (royalties). It always results in a disembodied
technology.

When measuring.innovation and ,its effects, one should also take account for the
investment-embodied technology. In economic policy and analysis, investment is
often considered as a proxy for the medium-term capacityplanning of fIrms. But
investments in .modem equipment modernize ,production: it !s an invtfstment into
the future of the fmn. Thus investment is an important adjunct to the innovation
process as it partIy covers industries which US(! technology advances {or improved
production 9r as intermediate products. Investments of innovating companies may
include investments in technology-intensive equipment, advanced materials or
components. The capital inputs to the innovation process are sometimes equated
with the tern;J. indirect technology inputs. The relative importance cf indirect to di
rectinputs varies widely among companies due to differences in the product com-
positi,on of output. , _'

There is an increasing amount of literature which points to the importance of
investments as an innovation variable. While classical econornists such as Smith,
Ricardo and Marx regarded technical progress as largely embodied, disembodied
technical progress was defmed and estimated by Solow [1957] using a time trend.
Subsequently, Solow [1959] defIned ll.!ld estimated capital embodied technical pro
gress using vintage production functions. The same author [1961] compared the
signifIcance of disembodied and embodied technical, progress, whil~ IntriIIigator
[1965].improved this approach by estimating the two factors jointly rather than se
parately, and,by iidding progress embodied in improved qml.1ity of labour as weIl
as in i,mproved quality of capital. He [ibid., p. 691 c()n~ludys that it is evident that
neither embodied, nor disembodied technical progress cllll be.considered alone.
They must be ~eated simult8peously. All these works are based 9n US data..

Nevertheless, subsequent post-w'ar progress statistics mostly emphasised disem
bodied technology and the production ofknowledge so that iilVestment in new ma
chinery has progressively lost its central position in the empirical analysisof tech
nical change (Evangelista [1996], p. 139). Very recently, however, the empirical
study of embödied change seems to have regairted its place.7

, '

In this paper, we distinctly model both capital-embodied anc;l disembodied tech-
nical change as innovative sources, Le., as inputs. Further we differentiate, with
respect to appropriabiIity, between protected disembodied sources and imitation or
adoption. Our entities ofobservation are individual fIrms'which we may group ac-
cording to sizeand industry sectors., " ' " '

7 See Scott [1988], Arnendola et al. [1993], Harhoff and Licht et al. [1996) and Evangelis
ta [1996] arnong others.
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In a new attempt to clarify the empirical significance of disembodied versus em
bodied techniyal change on the micro level, we start from an array of innovation
variables without the usual theoretical construction of embodied and disembodied
progress. By use of a latent structural model, factorial analysis, we want to check
whether this distinction of two disjoint progress factors is meaningful. Backhaus
et al. [1990] characterize factor ~alysis as a structure-revealing statistical method,
suitable for our task.

The vector of proxy variables x is explained by a vector of 'factors' fand a dis
turbing term u:

x= Af' +u'.

A represents the parameter matrix call,ed 'factor loadings'. The latent variables
(*) are not observable in empirical measurement. The point of interest is whether
f* corresponds to the theoretical concepts of embodied and disembodied technical
change.

In Section V we interpret the latent variables f* as a linear combinationr of the
observed proxy variables:

f" = Wx,

whereby W is the (s, p)-dimensional factor score matrix if we have s factors and p
observed proxy variables. By help of the composed innovation measure r we
reconsider the size hypothesis (Section 6).

The starting point for a largely explonng output measurement in Section 7 is a
further development of a concept known as knowledge production (surnmarised by
Griliches [1995]). The knowledge production function can be represented in the
following way:

logY . a(t) + ß(logX) + "Y(logK) + u(r)

where Y ls some measure ofoutput of the firm, Xis a measure of embodiedtechni
cal change, K is a measure of cumulated knowledge or research "capital" (disem
bodied), a(t} represeilts other deterrninants which affect output and varyovertime
while u reflects all other iandom fluctuations in output. Certainly, this is just a first
approximation to a considerably more complex relationship (Griliches, loc~ cit.;
p.55).

From the lbgarithmic form we arrive at the growth equation

dlogY/dt = a + a(E/Y) + p(D/Y) + du/dt

where the. term 7(dlogK)/dt is replaced by using the definitions p = dY/dK =
7(Y / K) aiid D = dK/ dt for ,the net investment in disembodied capital, and. simi-
larly E =dX/ dt for the net investment in embodied capital. ..'
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Figure I: Simple sketch of the innovation variables.

The variables used are described belaw and sketched in' Figure I'. Figm-e 1 daes
nat intend to establish innovati~m as a linear process, but rather wants to highlight
the basic differentiations undei scrutinyin the empirical analysis. It was possible
to collect data on R&D expenditures, patent applications, investmentsßnd share-. ., . .
holders~ equity (as a source of exterual finance). as innava~on variables,oIlerating
results, returns and export shares as output varillbles" as"weIl as s~es" employmen,t.
fixed assets, tangible fixed assets and the balance sheet total 8.&, lll.temative size. - . ., .' .
variab,Ies. These variables are also used in combination to arrive at, size-indepen-

. . I , ".

dent indices. Codes far variables are listed in the Appendix.

The annuaZ reports 0/ Zarge companies are the main source, of dataB far this
srndy. We were able for the first time to take advantage of the new German Ac
counting and Reporting Law according ta the 4th and 7th EU Directives. Fram

8 For a detailed description of the data, see the list of variables in the appendix. The data
base was cornpiied by B. Schwltalla.The data were not only used for this paper"but also for
previous work, see Grupp [1996b]. , ".. . "
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1987 on, large9 corporations (Kapitalgesellschaften) must publish their company
reports in a very detailed way in the official newspaper 'Bundesanzeiger' not later
than nine months after the end of the business year. Another novelty is that they
must comment on,their involvement in R&D. Unfortunately, it is up to the com
pany whether 'it reports only descriptively or 'quantitatively. Overall, 270 firrns
could be identified which gave quantitative information on R&D in their 1987 an
nual reports. 21u firms revealed their'R&D expenditure, but only 108 firrns their
R&D personnel. As we wanted tQ use as much informa~~m on fmns' innovation
behaviOlii- aso possible, and as we did not accept rnissing d~~ in our further malysis
wedropped R&D per~ollnel as an innovationviuiable and estimated corresponding
:::.; .. .' . - .

R&D expenditures by branch averages for those branches with enough cO!llpanies
reporting on both items. This leaves us with 240 fmns. Apart fromthe R&D data,
diverse other data like investment, labour and capital intensity and those balance
items representingfirm size could be extracted.

It would be proper to include investments in new machinery only. Such a vari
able is not ~ontained in our data source, but rather gross investment, We know,
however, from a careful analysis of investment strategies of larger Gerrnan finp.s
in the same year by Littkemann [1995], that about 66 per cent of gross investments
concern tangible fixed assets and therein 68 per cent technical apparatus and
machinery.

The annual report data were supplemented by domestic patent data. Patent ap
plications to the Gerrnan or the European Patent Office (only if the destination
country was West Gerrnany; Le. domestic applications on the 'European route')
with the priority date between January 1985 and June 1988 were taken from the
PATDPA data base. For a stronger temporal correlation, it would have, been better
to use data of a later period, but those were not available at the time of data compi
lation. Because of the discontinuity of patent applications, aperiod of 3.5 years
was chosen and a yearly average was calculated. From the 240 firrns, 34 fmns had
not applied for patents; we 'treat these zero cases with special attention. All other
variables have no zero cases. 1O

From the construction of the sarnple it is clear that this is not a random sarnple
of West Gerrnan companies. It includes only companies with an active R&D and
- arnong these - most of them with a business strategy that allow for an application
of at least one patent in 3.5 years. It is representative of West Gerrnan innovation
intensive fmns, is weak in sectors where little or no technological innovation takes

'""
,'. -

9' Cömpanies are defined as large when two of the following conditions are fulfilled: Sales
> DM 32 million, balance sheet total> DM 155 millionoI:'employees > 250, See Hilke
[1991, p: 14]. , , '

, 10 I.e., only for ,the patent variable,we observe some zero cases. In addition to the starlsti
ca! investigations diSCUSSed in this article we performed several additional analyses with ceIi
sored models the results of which are aVal:lilble from the authors on request. As the principle
results remain unchanged we da not report '00 these in detail. - - ' '
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place, and it is heavily biased towards the manufacturing sector. By disaggregating
the companies according to industrial sectors and comparing the total R&D expen
ditures from official sources (see next Section); we conclude that the sampie covers
61.6 per cent of total R&D expendittires of German firms. The degree ofrepresen
tation in temi.s of turnover and employment is - for the reasons given above - con
siderably lower and somewhat below 30 per cent. Thus, the sampie is clearly
oriented towards larger enterprises and towards R&D-intensive firms. ll

On the level as exposed in table 1, the R&D intensities in our sampie and official
statistics compare weIl in terms of the rank order of sectots (see tlgure'2).12 As our
sampie is biased towards larger and towards R&D-intensive firms, R&D intensities
ate generally higher.
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Figure 2: Degree of representation of the sarnple.

Il From a 1ater innovation survey we know that in West Germany finns with R&D activ
ities above 1000 emp10yeses account by number for much a smaller share than in our sarnp1e
(Harhoff, Licht et al. [1996]). However, as the R&D-intensity distribution is highly skewed
due to the presence of yery large enterprise, we arrive at roughly comparable results, see Sec
tion 3. Our R&D-intensity distribution is unimodal and skewed to the left and thus conforms
with Cohen and Klepper [1992] for the United States. The cumu1ative size distributi<;>D is as
follows: 49 fmns (20 per cent) emp10y more than 5000 persons, 38 per cent more than 2000,
54 per cent more than 1000, 75 per cent more thau 500. The small and medium-sized compa
nies in the narrow sense with 1ess than 500 employees account for 25 per cent (61 fmns). .

12 The Spearrnan rank coefficient is significant at the 0.1 leveL
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The more established indicator variables for innovation, Le. R&D expenditures
and patent appIications, were used in order to describe innovation activities on the
firm and branch level. In table 1, the 240 firms were reclassified according to
16 narrower and five broader branches, and R&D and patent intensities, respec
tively, were calculated. The branch selection is motivated by fue desire 'to be as
disaggregated as possible without arriving at empty or weakly populated subsec
tors. This means the innovation data were weighted by size indicators sales and
R&D, respectively. Variable codes are explained in the Appendix. Also given is an
index for sector heterogeneity which compares the weighted branch average with
the standard deviation of the unweighted means.

The indicators give an impression of the ranking of sectors to which we are ac
customed. The sectors aircraft and space, the pharmaceutical industry and the elec
tronic industry are especially R&D-intensive Ccompare also Figure 2). But when
using the patent indicator, differences in 'innovativeness' are no longer as clear
cut. The aircraft and space and the electronics industry lose their leading J?laces.
Extremely high patenting is observed in the motor vehicles parts industry, whereas
it is extremely low in motor vehicles manufacturing itself.

When comparing the innovativeness measured by the R&D indicator on the
branch level with the index for sector heterogeneity, the high R&D intensity of
some fmns in seemingly less innovative sectors is striking. This is true especially
for the chemical and the machinery sector. Apart from the small aircraft and space
industry, which does not 'fit' into the vehicles sector, the sectoral definition for
chemistry is much too wide to measure technological issues. Sectors are often
quite heterogeneous. 13 The leading fmns in the chernical industry in our sampIe
are specialised in the development of rocket fuels and nuclear materials. The lead
ing frrms in the other machinery sector work on nuclear apparatus, are military
oriented, deliver high technology investment equipment Ce.g., vacuum process
technology for the semi-conductor industry or laser and digital technology for the
production ofprinting machines). R&D-intensive firms in other sectors like 'scien
tific and professional instruments and optical industry' and 'motor vehicles parts',
endow their goods to a great deal with micro-electronic components.

It has often been suggested that the patent-to-R&D relationship is different for
different industrial sectors. The reasons for different sectoral behaviour originate
from technology-specific input-output relations and sectorally differen~ pröpensi
ties to patent once an invention has been made. There are also frrm-speci:fi,c deter
minants such as the frrm size or the individual technology base already accumu-

..-. ._"

13 See Scherer [1982] for a matrix of industries and technologies. Sectors here were
defined according to SYPRO, the official Gerrnan industry classification system. The disag
gregation level here is 16 branches. Also, consideration of technological spillovers b1urs the
sector analyses, see, e.g. Grupp [1996a, 1998].

4 Schriften d. Vereins f. Socialpolitik 195N
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~,i Table 1

Innovation index numbers for 16 branches of the West German industry

Sector n R&D Sector Official Patent Sector
intensity hetero- R&D intensity hetero-

(R&DESa) geneity intensity* (PAR&DE) geneity

1 Chemical industry 55 6.5 1.2 4,6 570 0.7
11 Chemistry,

oil' processing,
nuclear materials 41 5.7 1.2 - 637 0.6

12 Phannaceutical ind. 14 17.1 0.4 I- - 294 0.7
2 Materials processing 32 2.5 0.6 - - 615 1.4

21 Synthetic goods
production 9 1.9 0.8 2.9 485 2.6

22 Stone, clay,
cerarnics, glass 10 3.2 0.5 2.1 974 0.9

23 Meta!, steel 8 2.5 0.6 1.0 513 1.2
24 Paper, wood 5 2.i 0.5 1.4 975 0.5

3 Machinery 61 4.8 0.7 3.7 659 2.1
3i Tools machinery 9 4.6 0.4 - 222 10.7
32 Machinery for

food and chemical ,
industries 11 4.2 0.5 - 984 0.9

33 Other machinery 41 4.9 0.7 - 681 1.8
4 Vehicles 20 5.9 1.7 - 198 2.3

41 Motor vehicles 8 4.3 0.7 } 3.9
177 1.3

42 Motor vehicles parts 7 6.9 0.3 1091 Q.5
,43 Aircraft and space 5 ·28.8 0.3 27.1 119 0.4

5 Electrical industry .49 9.1 0.4 - 336 0.9
51 Communications .

equipment,

} 374 'electronic devices 28 11.7 0.3
9.4

0.9
52 Other electronic

electricalindustries 14 6.8 0.4 582 0.8
53 Office machines,

computers 7 6.5 0.6 - 69 1.7
Scientific and profes-
sional instruments,
optical industry 13 7.9 0.7 5.7 360 1.5
Manufacturing
industry 230 6.7 0.9 4.5 383 2.1
Non-manufacturlng
sectors 10 2.3 2.2 - 248 2.1
All businesses 240 6.6 0.9 - 383 2.1

Souree: Calculations based on the databases PAmPA and FORKAT and on fmns' annual reports from Bundes
anzeiger 1988, nos. 42- 244; and 1989, nos. 1-86;
* Echterhoff-Severitt et al. (1990, p. 66) for official data.
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lated. In Table 1, average patent-to-R&D relationships are shown for some indus
tries and sub-branches.

Based on the average of all finns, 393 patent applications resulted from
DM 1000 million of R&D expenditures or, altematively, one patent application
required 'factor costs' of around DM 2.6 rnillion spent on R&D: One thousand
R&D employees achieved an output of 64 patent applications per year, or one
patent application needed the yearly labour input of 16 R&D employees. There are
large differences in the patent application rates between sectors, as weIl as within
sectors. The patent application rates are extremely low in the office machines and
computer 'industry, the aerospace industry, the motor velllcle manufacturing indus
try and the pharmaceutical industry. The patent application output in relation to
R&D is very high in the sectors stone, clay, cerarnics and glass, other and chemical
machinery, chemical industry and traditional electrical industry. The patent appli
cation rate is extremely high in the motor vehicles' parts industry.

Apart from the motor vehicles industry, strong differences within a sector exist
also in the electrical and electronics industry. The patent application rate is 100ver
in the communications equipment and electronic devices industry than in the more
traditional electrical industry. The reason is a larger dependency on science and
software in the communications and electronic industry than in the electrical in
dustry.

Thus We have arnple evidence that the appropriability conditions differ consider
ably across industries. Specifically, we have shown with Table 1 that the effective
ness of protecting the outcomes of R&D projects and thus the innovation rents vary
across industries. In some industries patent application is actually not very effec
tive in satisfying appropriation and is replaced by secrecy, 'head starts' and alert
marketing. Thus the early work of Scherer [1965, 1983] and others on appropria
bility and market structure stiIlleaves us with a paradox conceming the role of in
novation protection.

Some fmns probably take adecision not to apply for patents since this requires
some kind of disclosure of the fmns' R&D details (conceriringthe contents of the
successful invention, its principle aims, its potential application and so forth) and
can limit confidentiality. A two-part model for statistical analysis seems to be ap
propriate: First the binary qualitative choice is analysed as to whether finns seek
patent protection and accept disclosure or not (probit model). Secondly, those fmns
which go for patents have to decide on the number of R&D projects they want to
d1sclose and protect (OLS model).14

We test against fmn size, sectors, R&D intensity as weIl as investment and
export share. Literature is full of hints that patent applications are related to inno-

14 Regressions for single sectors in order to obtain marginal relationships were not calcu
lated, as the sarnples for some sectors were too small. As we suspected' a great deal of hetero
scedasticity, t-statistics was checked on the basis of robust standard errors.

4*
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vative exports. 15 We also inelude a variable for financial eapability. Pteferable for
internal funds is eash flow, see Cohen [1995, p. 198], a variable whieh is unfortu
nately rnissing for rn,any eompanies in our sampie. As larger firms typical for our
sampIe appear to finanee their R&D through equity (loe. eit., p. 199), Le. by exter
nal sourees, ünlike smaller fmns (see Goodaere and Tonks [1995, p. 302]), we
think shareholders' equity isan adequate variable. .

Table 2

Two-part explanation of patenting (t valnes of coefficients in brackets)

Variable Heckman selection 1'000 patents

n 240 (34 obs with PA = 0) 206 (PA > 0)

R&DESa 0.042 (1.52) -1.453 (-0.17)
InvSa 0.035 (1.13) 3.623 (0.30)

EquBST -0.000 (-0.02) 1.895 (0.62)
ExS 0.000 (0.02) 1.900 (0.82)

BST 0.001 (2.38)** -

Larges - 422.9 (3.14)***
SmalIs - 23.4 (0.22)

Chemical -1.442 (0.15) 309.7 (2.04)**
Materls 0.389 (0.70) 93.6 (0.55)
Machine 0.813 (0.42) 41.1 (0.30)
Electro 0.273 (0.79) 203.1 (1.49)

Constant 0.640 (0.52) -0.34 (0.73)

Mills Lambda -591 (-i.37)
WaldChi2 37.3 ***

* Significant at the 10% level.
** Significant at the 5% level.
*** Significant at the 1% level.

From a two-step Heckman seleetion model (table 2) we leam, that none of the
proposed variables explains the propensity to patent (yes or no), but only the size
of the fmns, here measured as the Balanee Sheet Total (BST).16 R~garding the
most signifieant eoefficients to explain the number of patents of those firms that
seek patent proteetion of their inventions, some small, maybe teehnology-based
start-ups, and definitely larger fmns generally do better in patenting. 17 Seetor-spe-

15 See e.g., Griliches [1990], Grupp [l995a], Pavitt [1985] and Schmoch et al. [1988].
16 For the reasons of this choice see Section 6.

17 The coefficient for the smalI frrms is not significant, but positive. For R&D intensity
and concentration, see Cohen [1995],pp. 192.
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cific secrecy (non-patenting) is not observed as sectors are so heterogeneous in
technology. However, the chernistry sector largely enhances the amount of patent
ing for those fums that decided to seek protection. If we control for fum size,
financing patents is not a feature of its own, but of course, for smaller companies,
it is a more general problem.

We find no correlation between R&D and patenting. From a technological point
of view, paient output may be insigniilcant when R&D involves a lot of basic re
search (see Grupp [1994, 1996a,b] for a treatment of the science base of technol
ogy). Patenting is also obsolete when softWare development and the integration oj
systems consume the larger part of R&D efforts as in the computer and the tele
communications industry. Low patenting arises when the developing and testing oj
prototypes and design playa larger role, e.g. in the motor vehicles industry. R&D
for military goods also leads to different ways of protection. But these deterrni
nants are not represented in size or industry structures. -

The sectoral analysis of patent applications gives an impression of the various
types of innovation activities. It becomes clear that describing innovative activ
ities one-dimensionally by R&D - although this is very common - gives only a
special vieW on innovation, being different from the patent approach. R&D ex
penditures include experimental development, applied research and basic re
search, whereas patent applications represent appropriation of rents in more mar
ket-directed product development. As patent applications per R&D vary across
firrns by size, patent applications and R&D indicators shduld be used comple
mentarily' rather than substitutively. The substitutive useof patent applications
should not happen on a sectoral, but rather, on a subsectoral or market (product)
cr fum level.

4. Relations between ilmovatio~ indicators by factorial analysis
r ! . ,

. So far, innovation activlties have been measured by the most common single in
dicators, The aimof this Section is to explore the relation between different inno
vation indicators in terms of a latent structural model. In Table 3, as the usual first
step in factor analysis, coiTeiation coefficients have been computed for the innova
tion indicators used in the above probit model but normalised differently: R&D ex
penditures per sales (R&DESa), R&D labour intensity (R&DEm), patent intensity
(PASa), patent labour intensity (PAEm); gross investment per sales (lnv Sa), gross
investment per employment (InvEm), gross investment per R&D (InvR&D) and
equity ratio (EquBST).

Although the fums of the sampie cover very different branches, there is a very
good correlation between some innovation indicators. In each row anel column
there is at least one very good correlation with the exception of equity (\lS a proxy
for financing innovation). Our results are consistent with studies by Scherer
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[1982], and Acs and Audretsch [1988] for the US economy, who also calculated
correlation coefficients for R&D and patents. 18 The correlations in table 3 are like
wise strong between indicators for investment and R&D.

Table 3

Correlation coefficients of innovation indicators for industrial firms
(n = 240; significance levels as in Table 2)

Indicator R&DESa R&DEm PASa PAEm InvSa InvEm InvR&D EquBST

R&DESa 1.00

R&DEm 0.67*** 1.00

PASa 0.29*** 0.05 1.00

PAEm 0.25* 0.11 0.90*** 1.00

InvSa 0.24*** 0.04 0.11 * 0.09 1.00

InvEm -0.01 0.09 -0.12* 0.00 0.61*** 1.00

InvR&D -0.37*** -0.26*** -0.24*** -0.20*** 0.37*** 0.50*** 1.00

EquBST -0.09 -0.05 -0.05 . 0.01 -0.02 . 0.08 0.03 1.00

Source: Annual Reports from Bundesanzeiger 1988, nos. 42-244, and 1989. nos. 1-86; database
PATDPA

The use of factorial analysis is a proper statistical eoncept to test for the theore
tical construct of innovative strength whieh is a latent, multi-facet variable which
cannot be observed direct1y, but is strongly related to several direet1y measurable
deterrninants. The operational concept then is to collect as many innovation vari
ables as possible (in this case: eight) representing the various aspeets of innovation
activities and to extraet one or a few latent variables, so-called factors, by explora
tive factor analysis, which is/ are characteristic for the different kinds of innovative
aetivity. In this way the' complexity of innovation proxies is .:vell-~overed and at
the same time reduced to few essential aspects, as in innovation theory. Faetor ana
lysis techniques are more frequently applied in the sodal sciencesthan in eeonom
ics. Sinee the studies by Blackman etal. [1973]and by Schlegelrnilch [1988] fac
tor analysis has come into mOre frequent use in order to measure innovation activ
ities.19

In the following, innovation faetors for the 240 firrns are extracted from the
eight innovation indic.ators displayed in Table' 3. Both sales and employment are
intentionally used far size standardisation. Bartlett's test of sphericity is highly sig
nifieant « 0.1 % ), so it appears unlikely that the eorrelation matrix (Table 3) is an

18 There is also a sampling effect because of some zero observations for the patent mdica
tor; see the Heckman model in Seetion 3~

19 Very recent applications of fadorial analysis in innovation studies, one of them being
the ltalian innovation survey, can be found in Evangelista [1996].
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identity. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olki.n measure (see Kaiser [1974]) of sampling ade
quacy is acceptable but not marvellous, therefore, a principal factor analysis was
carried out. According tothe Kaiser criterion, two factors with an eigenvalue >1
were extracted.20 Table 4 presents the unrotated21 loadings, which represent the
correlation coefficients between variables and factors.

Table4

Factor loadings and shares of variance of the innovation factors

Variables Factor 1 Factor2 Communality
Disembodied Embodied

innovation activity innovation activity

R&DESa" 0.705 0.269 0.570

R&DErn 0.529 0.199 0.319

PASa 0.766 0.186 0.621

PAErn 0.740· 0.242 0.606

InvSa -0.049 0.870 0.760

InvErn -0.286 0.838 0.784

InvR&D -0.633 0.524 0.675

EquBST -0.117 0.015 0.014

Sum 4.349

Eigenvalues 2.409 1.838

Share of
total variance 30.1 % 24.2%

Share of .,

co=ulative
variance 30.1 % 54.3 %

.As R&D expenditures reflect mainly intramural innovation activities, and R&D
personnel exclusively so, and patent applicati'0I1s refer mainly to product innova
tions', the first factor is interpreted as disembodiedinnovation activitj according to
the variables with high loadings. The second factor has a high loading due to the
investment variables. Bence, it is assumed to represent investment-embodied inno
vation activity.

Apart from the factor loadings, Table 4 contains shares of variance of the two
innovation factors. The communalities express the share of variance of the innova-

20 A third factor with an eigenvalue slightly above 1 could not be interpreted in a mean
ingful way and does not load any variable> 0.6. It is not always a good criterion to include
alI factors > I, see Backhaus et al. [1990], p. 91; therefore, the third factor was dropped,

21 A varimax: rotation did not lead to essentially different loadings.
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tion factors which they have in common with the variance of the respective indica
tor variables. Hence, the variable InvEm, which has the highest communality va
lue, is explained best by the two innovation factors.' The unexplained variance re
flects indicator-specific factors as weIl as measurement ettors. The unexplained
variance does not contradict the concept of two latent innovation factors, as there
is rarely an economic or technological indicator that reflects a latent variable bet
ter. The empirical analysis thus confmns the theoretical notion of two principle
types 0/ innovation activity, disembodied and embodied technical change. But
these theoretical concepts of technical change cannot beobserved by single proxy
variables, respectively, but only as a linear combination of some of these.

5. Measuring sectoral innovation activities by factor scores

Factor analysis does not only allow the identification of latent variables and the
estimation of their values but also provides indications of the specific components
of the variables and their proximity to the latent variables. Factor scores were cal
culated for all the flrms and aggregated in order to compare the innovation activ
ities of different sectors.22 The factor scores are standardised variables with mean 0
and standard deviation 1. They serve as index values for disembodied and for em
bodied innovation activity. Table 5 presents the rankings of the industrial sectors
with respect to both innovation factors. Sectors with positive values show above
average, sectors with negative values below average innovation activities.

With respect to disembodied innovation activity, the top positions23 are held by
the pharmaceutical industry, aircraft and space industry, motor vehicle parts, com
munications equipment, chemistry and electronic devices. The aircräft and space
industry does not dominate to the same extent when compared with its ranking by
the R&D indicator alone (Table 1). This results among other things from its low
patent application activities as already reported above. In contrast to this, the motor
vehicle parts producing industry achieves a very high ranking according to the
factor analytic index due to its high patenting.The lower ranking of the software
intensive sectors office machines.and computers lilld,tools machinery is also the
result of considering low patent nurnbers when extracting the latent innovation
variable.

However, when considering the investrnent-embodied factor, these sectors ap
pear to be especially innovative with respect to buying new technology and intro
ducing new production processes, thus shifting the production function.

22 The matrix of factor scores, W, need not to be estimated in case of a principle compo
nent analysis.

23 The term 'top position' should be understood only within the sectors ofthis particnlar
sampie, because sectors like the textile or the food mdustry are missing in the sampie (since
not enough companies meet the required publication conditions, see Section I}.
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Table 5

Factor loadings and shares of variance of the innovation factors

57

Sector Disembodied Embodied
innovation activity innovation activity

(factor 1) (factor 2)

1 Chemical industry 0.36 0.05

11 Chemistry, oil proces-
sing, nuclear mat. 0.25 0.08

12 Pharmaceutical ind. 1.10 -0.17

2 Materials processing --0.89 --0.02

21 Synthetic goods
production -1.56 0.76

22 Stone, c1ay,
ceramics, glass -0.57 0.14

23 Meta!, steel -0.74 -0.57

24 Paper, wood -1.00 -0.92

3 Machinery --0.19 --0.18

31 Tools machinery -1.00 -0.17

32 Machinery for wood
and chemical ind. -0.19 -0.05

33 ,other machinery -0.11 - , -0.21

4 Vehicles 0.53 -0.14

41 Motorvehicles -0.99 -0.07

42 Motor vehicles parts
- -

0.48 -0.20

43 Aircraft and space 1.12- -0.48

5 Electrical industry 0.31 0.19

51 Communication
equipm.,
electric devices 0.55 0.24

52 Other electronic and
electrical industries 0.18 -0.05

53 Office machines,
computers -1.07 0.52

Scientific and profes- ,
sional instruments,
optical industry -0.13 -0.38

Manufactury industry 0.01 0.00

Non-manufacturing
-1.83sector -0.19 -.-

All businesses 0.00 0.00
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Figure 3: Sector's position towards embodied and disembodied technical change.

The positions of the office machinery industry and the producersof synthetic
goods demonstrate that measuring innovativeness using only indicators of dis
embodied innovation activities is heavily biased. Whi!e these sectors rank last
with respect to the innovation factor 1, they take front places when the process
oriented innovation factor serves as a yardstick. As Table 5 and Figure 3 clearly
indicate, chemistry and communications equipment and electronic devices are the
only sectors to develop above-average activities in both latent innpvation dimen
sions which means they are dually oriented towards both embodied and dis
embodied innovation. On the other hand, some sectors (hi particular metal and
steel and paper and wood) show below-average innovation activlties in both
respects.

The factor scores of the latter sectors correspond to Pavitt's [1984] postulated
features for the group of supplier-dominated firms. These fmns are, in general,
small and stern from traditional industries. Innovations mostly refer to new pro
cesses which are developed and produced by the suppIlers ~f equipment and mate
rials. The other sectors also show typical patterns which resemble Pavitt's sectoral
industry classification. The scientific and professional instruments and optical in
dustry and the motor vehicle parts industry belong to the group of specialised
equipment suppliers with emphasis on product innovations (mote likely by factor
I-type of technical change). For the science-based firms, a high degree of in-house
R&D as weIl as the use of high-tech production equipment is bec<:irning ever more
necessary. This category of firm may be reflected in the dual positions of the phar
maceutical industry and commuuications equipment and electronic devices. Motor
vehicle manufacturers are typical for the group of scale-intensive firms which
show a high proportion of embodied technical change.
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Sectoral and technological influences on innovation activities were implicitly
assumed when innovation activities were measured separately for each sector. A
relation to fmn size was also implicitly established by calculating relative innova
tion indicators. In the following Sections, the relations between innovation and
fmn size is examined, and special attention.is paid to an adequate correspondence
of different indicators of fmn size. '

6. Explaining innovation activities by firm size

The firm size hypothesis, which can be interpreted as a sub-species ofthe Neo
Schumpeter hypothesis, or which is sometimes seen as a hypothesis of its own and
then attributed to Galbraith [1952J, proposes a relation betwc<en fmn size and inno
vation efforts. The type of ~elation between" our latent - and more balanced - inno
vation indicators and different size indicators will be examined in the following.
Indicators expressing firm size are the traditional sales (Sa) and employment (Ern)
indicators. Furthermore three balance sheet items representing different categories
of firrns' assets are introduced as size variables. They are the balance sheet total
(BS]), fixed assets(FA) and tangible fixed assets (TFA).

As this is an empirical investigation, we can)1ot review the vast literature on
the size hypothesis in innovation. Suffice to follow two handbook contributions
(Cohen and Levin [1989J and Cohen [1995]). These conclude that the advantage
of larger fmns may not be due to size per se but may arise from common character
istics, namely the appropriability conditions and limited fmn growth due to inno
vation. There seerns to be a consensus now that size has little effect on innovation.
The many empirical findings to the contrary are flawed by the single-indicator ap
proach, non-random sampies, or because the importance of the size variables is
minute both in terms of variance explained and magnitude of coefficients. Cohen
and Levin [1989, p. 1069J consider the empirical research on size and innovation
as inconclusive and suggest to move to more complete models of technological
change [loc.cit., p. 1078].24 It is thus demanding to examine in how far the two
latent innovation iildicators wepro~ose here are explamed by siZe.

,
As the various size variables may produce multicollinearities we test them one

by one in an OLS model with industry durnmies. For the sake of brevity, this is
not reported here in detail. 25 We can inter that only size as measured by tangible
fix~d assets ~ay influence the embodied part of innovation.26 All other siz~ rela-

24 Earlier wode, Le. Scherer [1965, 1967b] and Levin et al. [1985], has shown that market
structure and techno1ogical opportunities as weil as appropriability compete with each other
in order to exp1ain innovation activities. Others [pavitt et al., 1987, Acs and AudretSch, 1988]
explidtly stated that the distribution of firm size and innovational streiigth are simultaneously
determined by technological opportunities and appropriability.

2S For details, see Schwitalla [1993, pp. 213J.

26 Significance level is about 2 %, the coefficients are very small. "
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tions are insignificant, in particular those for the disembodied part. Qnly the vehi
cles branch with its very few very large car manufacturers is so ill-composed that
disembodied change is affected. If we drop this branch the results remain largely
unchanged. '

The general tendency of these findings does not spotlight the innovation activ
ities of larger firms. We emphasise the fragility of this issue in industrial'econom
ics but the size hypothesis cannot be rigorously rejected because of a weak influ
ence of the assets indicator. The balance sheet total indicatoT can be seen as a rela
tively 'neutral' size iiuJicator, which is neither biased towards personnel, nor to
wards establishments and which does not so much depend on business cycles.
Thus, the balance sheet total seems to be a more adequate' yardstick for the mea
surement of innovation activities in relation to firm size than the more usual size
variables of sales and employment. Based on the results for this 'neutral' size indi
cator, we confii:m for our sampie there are neither advantages nOT disadvantages
in innovation on the part 0/ large firms.

The new findings show that differences in innovation activities due to firm size
are highly dependent onthe selective choice of indicators. Different innovation in
dicators correspond to different, aspects and qualities of innovation activities.
Therefore, we would like to draw attention to another question that has been raised
by Pavittet al. [1987] and that seems to be more important than merely discover
ing quantitative size effects. The question is what are the different kinds 0/ innova
tion activities 0/ small and large firms? These authors discuss that frrrn size and
technology have to be seen as an interdependent relationship and that the quality
of innovations differs between small and large companies in terms of a division of
labour (see also Cohen [1995], p. 197). These qualitative aspects of innovation ac
tivities are reflected by interfum differences in innovation behaviour. The foilow
ing last Section, before we conclude, is devoted to these interfmn differences and
thus the short-term consequences of innovative activities.

7. Short-term consequences offirm's choice between
embodied and disembodied technical change

, ,

This paper is focussing on the rales of embodied vis-a-vis disembodied technical
change. The new data set exploited does not presentiy allow for 10ng-teIm obserVa
tions. Wörk is in progress to prepare similar crass-section datii for subsequent years
and to derive panel data of German fmns since 1987 overcorning artefacts from
unification. However,for this paper we can only deal with short-term effects of
i~novation. The point i~inade here that while medium-term welfare effects have
every right to be in the centre of innovation literature (see, e.g. van Reellen [1996]
on wage effects in British fmns occurrlng four or more years after innovation), the
discussion of possible short-term detrimental effects on innovation may be a con
cern for a firm's decision~ The literature is full of claims that innovation is ham-
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pered by 'short-sightedness'. Can we contribute to the understanding of short-tenn
consequences of innovation?

If we want to test the knowledge production function (see Section II), we do not
have a direct measure of production output available in fmns' annual reports. As
an output indicator, the sales variable may be used, which is, apart from changes in
stocks, almost identical with the gross value added product.27 But more variables
can be taken from the firms' reports.

First, we are interested in the short-tenn profitability of fmns. As a variable,
cash flow seems to be appropriate. However, often cash flow is considered as a
measure of internal financial capability, Le. liquidity, and thus as a measure of fu
ture profitability of innovative investment (see Cohen [1995], p. 198). We prefer to
start from the trading result (operating result), Le. either net profit or loss. We are
weIl aware that these data may be subject to the vagaries of accounting procedures
(van Reenen [1996], p. 205). On the other hand, a favourable profit-turnover ratio
(or net operating margin) is always an indication of competitiveness (Hanusch and
Hier! [1992]). This variable is important for fmn's management, but probably less
so for the shareholders. So we add shareholders' equity return on the agenda of
potentially interesting short-tenn effects.

International technological competition is becoming an increasingly important
issue. However, there is no straightforward answer to the question of what defines
technological competitiveness abroad. Most contributions measure the export
shares despite ongoing internationalisation of fmns. Most Gennan companies are
oriented towards important segments of international markets and try to compete
with foreign rivals in offering better (innovative) products. It is, therefore, interest
ing to know to which extent the operating margins are sensitive to turnover abroad
(this infonnation is also part ofthe balance sheet).

We apply a two-step Heckman selection model to investigate which innovators
are at all profitable in the year of the innovative activity measured by the two latent
variables (factors). In the second step we analyse by the knowledge production
model to what extent profits, returns on sales, shareholders' equity retum and ex
ports are determined by innovation or else.28 This constitutes a first exploratory
approach to tackle short-tenn effects and is scoping in chaiacter. A more in-depth
investigation would need panel data.

None of the sector and size dummies explains why some fmns are not profitable
(OR < 0). We have 43 such fmns. They face one common feature: they signifi
cantly relate on disembodied innovation but less so on investment-embodied
sources. We offer two explanations: First, for the accounting systems, R&D expen-

27 Sales are also used as an output measure in order to estimate the R&D productivity of
West Ge=an pharmaceutical [!TInS by Brockhoff [1970].

28 For variable names see the appendix. A full Heckman model with or without robust er
rors did produce inferior resu1ts in any case.



Table 6: Two-step Heckman selection regression of short-term effects of innovation
(t value of coefficients in brackets; significance level as in Table 2)

Variable Selection InOR In (RetSa) In (RetEqu) In (ExS)
n (uncensored) 240 (197) (197) (197) . (197)

DisTP -0.141 (-1.77)* 0.035 (0,27) -0.143 (-1.31) -0.271 (-2.60)*** 0.197 (2.56)**

EmbTP 0.177 (1.59) 0.376 (2.02)** 0.110 (0.92) -0.014 (-0.09) -0.045 (-0.36)

Chemind 0.379 (1.07) 0.058 (0.12) 0.352 (1.09) 0.333 (0.82) -0.636 (-1.87)*

Materls 0.102 (0.25) . -0.842 (-1.60) -0.019 (-0.06) . -0.032 (-0.08) -0.403 (-1.13)

Machine -0.283 (-0.91) -0.733 (-1.36) 0.299 (0.86) -0.008 (-0.02) 0.297 (0.82)

Electro -00431 (-1041) -0.909 (-1.46) -0.161 (0040) -0.376 (-0.75) -0.320 (-0.77)

Larges 0.057 (0.17)

Medium -0.375 (-1.16)

Medsme -0.166 (-0.50)

Smalls 0.174 (0.52)

Constant 3.726 (0.00)*** 2.920 (4.05)*** -3.639 (-7.87)*** -2.360 (-4.12)*** -00424 (-0.88)

Mills Lambda - 1.010 (0047) 0.705 (0.51) 1.702 (1.00) . -1..436 (-1.01)

WaldChi2 - 25.14** 21.67** 23.81 ** 26.83***
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ditures are costs and are thus directly related to the operating result. Secondly,
R&D projects are risky and some are not successful. If innovative steps are
achieved by embodied sourees, the finn profits from a successfully achieved inno
vation of other fmns (compare also Haid ;and Weigand [1999]). Large companies
test their investment goods insofar as these 'are new and take deliberate decisions
what to purehase. The investment~embodied innovation strategy expfains higher
profits on an absolute level (Le. of the large!-" fmns), but if we try to explain the
relative amount of returns of the 197 profitable companies, both innovation indica
tors (as weIl as sector and size dummies) iail to offer an explanation. This result
may be disappointing, but weare concemed here with short-term growth - our
findihgs contribute nothing to medium-term growth and they relate to individual
fmns,not to welfare effecrs of industry branches, spillover or the whole economy.

A different snapshot is possible if we look at the equity returns. As we definitely
do not observe multicoJ,linearities (the variance inflation factors are around 1), it is
again disembodied technical change whicl;1 significantly reduces shareholders' va
lue. This seems to be the other coin of the same medal: if a fmn relies on disembo
died, risky innovation, the propensity to be not profitable in the short run is higher,
and on the other hand, those who are profitable reduce shareholders' equity return.
Gugler et al. [1998] note that standard q-theories of investment assurne that man
agers maxirnize shareholders wealth, and thus'embodied progress is desirable up to
the point where its return equals the firm's cost of capital: This is not the case for
disembodied progress. A fmn does not always have free choices which pathway to
innovation between embodied and disembodied sources t6 go. To the extent It has,
the short-term consequences do not point in the same' direction.

In international competition and as far as the companies are exporting their in
novative goods, those relying on disembodied innovation are the more successful.
It may weil be that embodied technology sou~cing'is still more lirnited to national
environments. If a company in an 'innovation race' competes largely with foreign
rivals, it seems to rely more on !ntemal R&D and patenting (factor 1). But here
again, we analY,se short-term effects a.IJ.d do not want to expand the scoping part of
this study too much. Suffice it to say that differentiation of the two dimensions of
innovation matters in terms of profitability.

8. Concluding remarks

In this paper, the major deterrninants of innovation and their interrelations are
analysed using regression and factorial analyses for 240 West German finns based
on a new set of data from 1987. The empirical analysis starting from theory-based
models throws new light on econornic phenomena associated with innovation to
which not enough attention has been paid either by econornic theory OI by applied
econornics OI econometrics. After decades 'of emphasis on disembodied technical
change we think the simultaneous re-integration of embodied sources of innova-
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tion in economic analysis is in place. Yet both sources of innovation may not be
measured by two simple proxy variables, but need an array of indicators.

Naturally, in the analyses, the special situation in only ~ne 'national system of
innovation' was captured which may have typical features for Central Europe, but
n~t for other triad regions. 'Also, the survey represents a cross section in the late
eighties before the unification of Germany. It is not dear, how the German situa
tion compares to other economies in the nineties. There is a need for more such
treatise, to find out which fmdings arespecific to anational endowmentand which
have general validity for the economics of innovatiori. -

In conclusion, we put forward the argument that empirical innovation research
is prepared to measure many aspects of technical change if the measurement pro
cedures and indicators are based on weIl adequated theoretical constructs ~d, in
particular, give attention to embodied versus disembodied technical progress.
Although the modem innovation theories are very complex, there are ways to ex
plore the interplay of technologieal opportunities, appropriabilitY, market ineeil
tives and eompetition quantitatively.

Appendix: List of Variables

BST

Chemind

DisTP

Electro

Em

EmbTP

Equ

EquBST

Ex

ExS

FA

lnv

InvEm

InvR&D

InvSa

Larges

Machinery

Materls

Medium

Medsme

OR

Balance Sheet Total

Chemical industry inc!. pharmaceutics and oil proc.

Disembodied technical progress from factor scores (factor 1)

Electrics and electronic industries, office machines, computers

Employment

Embo'died technical progress from factor scores (factor 2)

Shareholders' (total)equity

Ratio of equity to total assets (Equ!BST)

Tumover abroad, i.e. a1l direct supplies of goods and services to a con
sign~ abroad plus the deliveries to German export houses'

Export share (Ex! Sa)

Fixed Assets

Gross capital formation (investment)

Gross investment per employee (Inv/Ern)

Gross investment per R&D (Inv i R&DEj

Gross investment per sales (Inv / Sa)

Firms with more than 2000 employees

Machinery other than electri~al

Material processing industries (Resins, ceramics, metals etc.)

Firms with between 1000 and 1999 ernployees

Medium-sized fIrm with betweel). 50Q and999 employees

Operating results (i.e., net profIt or loss)



PA

PAEm

PAR&DE

PASa

R&DE

R&DESa

R&DEm

RetEqu

RetSa

Sa

Smalls

TFA

Vehicles

Embodied and Disembodied Technical Change

Domestic patent applications in West Germany

Patent applications per employee (PA/Em)

Patent application per DM 1000 million R&D expenditures (PA/R&DE)

Patent applications per year and DM million sales (PA/Sa)

. R&D expenditures

R&D intensity (R&DE/Sa)

R&D labour intensity (R&DE/Em)

Shareholders' equity return (OR/Equ)

Returns on sales (ORI Sa)

Sales (turnover) for sold products and services

Firms below 499 employees·

Tangible fixed assets

Motor vehicles, pacts, aircraft, spaces
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